
Exploration in Participation of people experiencing poverty in the lives of their 

communities and societies. 

1. Why have I chosen this priority ? Why is this priority important for my country 

or region. ? ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

- Because I believe in the value of equal rights to develop and the rights of 

people  to use their talents and capacities.   

- Because I see, hear en experience that society divides more and more in two 

groups of people:  winners and losers, well educated people and poorly 

educated people, people having easy, well paid jobs and people with no jobs or 

living in fear to change of jobs. 

- Because I see, hear and experience that despair, exlusion and loss of courage 

and meaning paralyses people and this keeps them away from 

participation. 

How you describe this problem ? I want to emphasize on the two following problems: 

a. What causes people to give up hope and get ‘paralysed’ and stop trying to 

participate. 

b. What causes older people to grow lonely and unhappy and give up trying 

to participate or florish. 

What examples do I see when exploring these problems? 

a. 1. A girlfriend of mine, who was educated as a secretary, and also as a 

hairdresser, was forced to close her hairdress shop in order to keep her social 

security benefit. So she was without income. Then she was forced to do very 

simple training work, in a community training centre for unemployed, like 

closing boxes with tape, so do work any totally uneducated person could easily 

do. She felt humiliated and in great despair.                                                  

- 2. When my neighbour was in trouble with his son, I took him to a social 

worker of our community.  The lady social worker asked what he expected her 

to do. He did not know, he was in despair. So we were asked to leave, she would 

not do anything because the man was not able to formulate his problem. 

This man was not a good speaker. So he did not get any attention from a social 

worker because his vocabulary was too poor. It was discouraging and 

humiliating for him. He was very disappointed.                                                                      

b. 1. Two acquaintances of mine, over fifty, who were very unsatisfied and unhappy 

with their job, did not have the courage to find another job, out of fear of 

the risk of getting unemployed, when not kept after a trying out period in a new 

job. The rules of employment nowadays are only very favorable for the 

employers, not for the employees.  They were trapped and paralysed in their 

job situation and full of stress.                                                                                 

2. When I myself was in my master study, at the age of 59 years, having all sorts 

of small jobs, I was forced to do a stage in a hospital for 16 hours a week, for 5 

months. It was without payment and caused me financial trouble. I asked at 



my university if there was any fund for students with his problem. There was 

not. I was given addresses of study funds and I wrote to them. Alas, all these 

funds are only for students up to 25 years old. Also my bank would not help 

me, because my income was too low.                                                                                         

So all I could do was lend money from some friends and family, which made me 

be in debt. It feels like discrimination of age. 

2. Are there any policies in place to address these problems ? How do they work, 

what is the impact of these policies ?------------------------------------------------- 

- Policies in my country about these problems:                           

*  Since financial crises in the eighties social workers are not allowed to 

help people for a long traject, given less time and opportunities to keep 

in contact with people who ask for help, less time to really listen to them. 

People are supposed to be more autonomous  and selfhelpfull, in a 

society with less social cohesion.                                                             

*  In all institutions for medical or social care there are more and more 

protocols to work evidence based and as efficient as possible. “time is 

money”.                                                                 

* The impact of these policies are very bad for poor people, for people 

with less education, for people who are vulnerable (ill, older, invalid etc.) 

- How these policies assess people experiencing poverty is clear in the above 

given examples of peoples lives. 

3. What solutions or improvements to existing solutions do PEPs propose 

regarding these problems?------------------------------------------------------------- 

-  The main thing that is needed is that people get heared, more time and 

opportunity for listening to each other. Every person is different and it 

takes time to understand what a person needs to be able to participate or 

prefers to not participate. 

- What would also be helpful is                                                                                                             

– more help with filling forms,                                                                                                 

- make formats more easy                                                                                                     

- more opportunity  for extra education, helps to change jobs                                           

- create more opportunities to meet other people, feel welcomed.                                         

– more opportunities to share meals, have a meal together at one table, 

the basis of social behavior and participation. 

4. My Chrismas Wish for the Christmas Tree will be: 

MORE PEOPLE HAVE A MEAL 

TOGETHER AT ONE TABLE 
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